Race, Place, and Play

Robert Moses and the WPA Swimming Pools in New York City

In the summer of 1940, boys and girls saw a colorful silkscreen poster as they lined up to enter the grand new public swimming pools built across New York City during the New Deal (Figure 1). Through clever use of image and text, John Wagner, the graphic artist, promoted the Learn to Swim Campaign, run by the Department of Parks for youngsters of all ages. Wagner worked for the poster division of the Federal Art Project in New York City, a branch of the Work Progress Administration (WPA) that employed more than three thousand artists in the city. The parks department started the popular Learn to Swim program in 1934 and took advantage of WPA funds to expand the program and teach swimming to thousands of city children.

Robert Moses, the parks commissioner, envisioned and worked in tandem with the mayor, Fiorello La Guardia, to win federal funds for the pool building project—the largest and the finest of its kind in the United States during the New Deal. Intent on democratizing access to recreation, the federal government spent 750 million dollars on community recreation facilities in the 1930s, including thousands of new and renovated swimming and wading pools. A bevy of emergency public employment programs, including the WPA, funded design and construction, with the government convinced that investing in public works would help bring the nation out of economic depression.

In New York City, thanks to the WPA, eleven enormous pool complexes were up and running before Labor Day in 1936. Two were additions to recreation centers opened in the Progressive Era; the others were new, and their monumental brick bathhouses were quickly lauded as stellar works of modern architecture. Each complex also included three big, inground, outdoor pools—the largest for swimming, the smaller for diving and wading—built to exacting, up-to-date technical standards, so that water would be sanitary and swimming safe. Excitement grew during record-breaking heat, as the new pools opened one each week and New Yorkers thronged the dedication ceremonies, brilliantly staged and promoted in local newspapers. More than 1.79 million people swam in the new public pools in the summer of 1936; over 600,000 were children under fourteen, admitted at no charge on weekday mornings.

More boys than girls swam in the pools, as Wagner suggested with the Learn to Swim Campaign poster, but his work has won notice for the portrayal of race, not gender relations. The juxtaposition of black and white children is widely interpreted as evidence that racial segregation prevailed in New York’s new pools during the New Deal. Jeff Wiltse, a social historian, calls the figures cartoonlike and takes the intended message to be that the color line divided swimmers in New York as it did elsewhere during the 1930s.

The color line did run through pools in racially segregated neighborhoods, but the singular reading of the poster misses an important point about the New York context. The Department of Parks, with Moses as commissioner, welcomed both black and white children to the instructional...
program and to city pools. In addition, and in defiance of racist stereotypes, the poster shows black and white youngsters as clean and healthy and benefiting equally from government programs intended to promote public health and citizenship. In other cities, whites succeeded in segregating public pools during the New Deal, preying on racist fears of body contact, dirt, disease, and adolescent sexuality.

Wagner’s Learn to Swim Campaign poster shows children of different ages, races, and perhaps even sexes in the same space. Separated by age and race, children are lined up on a diving board, waiting for lessons. Young white boys and older black boys (and maybe a girl or two) try to maintain their balance as the board bends under their weight, and the youngest come close to tumbling into the water. The central figure may appear androgynous but is dressed as a male; poised and under control, he is about to dive into the water. Downplaying sexuality among kids cavorting in near nudity and emphasizing cleanliness and health, the poster alluded to the broad goals of the swim program. Astonishingly though, the central diver is rendered without an explicit race, as both black and white; he is also shown in a public swimming pool complicated but not fully divided by race. Other posters in the WPA poster collection in the Library of Congress usually show a white child or small group of white children on a playground, athletic field, or in a recreation or art center, built through work relief programs (Figure 2). The posters rarely show black kids or white and black kids playing in the same physical space, although on occasion a tanned body seems racially ambiguous, especially when chiaroscuro is used to depict figures at play.

The issue of segregation and social difference invites this analysis of Robert Moses and race, place, and play in the WPA.
pools. A tempestuous, arrogant, and very effective bureaucrat, Moses received due credit for the pool building campaign, widely taken to be a political triumph. The WPA pools—distinguished works of architecture, built in record time by relief workers and packed with people—were tangible proof of the efficacy of reform liberalism, physical evidence of the government at work for all the people. The man’s passion for extending New Deal benefits to New Yorkers of color was less clear. Moses had no qualms about manipulating public policy to imprint his values, including antidemocratic ones, on liberal reform programs. In 1938 he eviscerated an amendment to the New York State Constitution that Martha Biondi has shown would have allowed the state government to battle racial discrimination in the private sector. Robert Caro underscores other ugly outcomes of Moses’s public work, ascribing them to the commissioner’s personal antipathy for people of color. This assessment leads to the serious charge that Moses not only tolerated race prejudice in the WPA swimming pools, but deliberately segregated them. Caro targets pools in Thomas Jefferson Park in East Harlem and Colonial (now Jackie Robinson) Park in Central Harlem, arguing the former was sited in a white and the latter in a black neighborhood, so each would be racially segregated. At Jefferson Park Pool, Caro asserts that decisions were taken about design and staffing to assure that only white people swam there.

Moses was a racial conservative, but the sweeping charges do not hold up under close scrutiny of the physical city and evidence uncovered since the publication of my research in Robert Moses and the Modern City: The Transformation of New York. In this article, I argue that framing the discussion of race in terms of individual prejudice has distracted attention from the more powerful political, spatial, and structural dynamics of racism, forces of which Moses was fully aware, and the actions some New Yorkers took to counteract them. As Biondi has argued, emphasizing personal prejudice obscures the relationship of the man to the trajectory of reform liberalism in American politics. Biondi insists liberalism was rendered tragic by compromise with racial segregation—tainted by its appearance during the Jim Crow era and the ensuing unholy alliance forged during the New Deal between southern segregationists and northern politicians. The result, public policy deeply ingrained with the effects of race prejudice, proved devastating for blacks and cities. However, the outcome was not set in stone in New York during the 1930s. After a race riot exploded in Harlem in 1935, Moses constructed a stellar modern facility for public recreation in Central Harlem that challenged the unequal treatment of black and white Americans, widespread during the New Deal.

Like other white reformers of his generation, Moses believed “separate but equal,” rendered law by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1896, was a practical political philosophy. During the New Deal, the embrace by the parks department of centralized planning, standardization, and other salient features of modern architecture and planning made “separate and equal” a tangible reality for children in the new pools.

After discussing the need for these new play spaces in the 1930s, I will review the standard siting and design strategies developed by the parks department and applied at Jefferson Park Pool and Colonial Park Pool. This analysis will shake loose the Moses vision for recreation from the bird’s-eye view of the city, favored by the commissioner and other advocates of centralized planning, and attach his proposals to evidence that is closer to the ground, even underneath it in some cases. In addition, I will show that the WPA pools at Betsy Head Park and McCarren Park in Brooklyn and Highbridge Park in Manhattan were racially integrated in the 1930s and 1940s, whereas in St. Louis, WPA dollars were also invested in public pools, but without the progressive outcomes of the New York approach to reform. Construction of a modern public swimming pool of the highest quality in a black neighborhood and tolerance of integrated swimming was unusual, to say the least, during the New Deal.

This article will also address the experience of children, seen in countless photographs as avid users of these great “new spaces of public informality.” Ken Worpole used the phrase to characterize the marvelous open-air pools built in Europe during the turbulent interwar years. He argues that modernist open-air pools expanded democratic citizenship in liberal societies, although fascist governments also erected open-air facilities for recreation, including for swimming. Modernism, coupled with an interest in health and wellbeing, could express the ideology of white racial superiority. Nonetheless, in democratic societies modern public places, like open-air pools, helped reshape social conventions as working-class men and women enjoyed together clean water, sunlight, and fresh air. In particular, children in New York recognized the WPA pools as treasured resources, new places for them to gather in the public realm. Boys and girls also found themselves in the thick of conflicts that erupted in the pools and their congested communities, facing rapid demographic change and economic hardship during the Depression.

Swimming Pools and Childhood during the New Deal

It is telling but not surprising to find prominent public works aimed at improving urban life for children and
teenagers. Starting in the Progressive Era, liberal reformers—convinced immigrant and working class children ought to play in parks and playgrounds rather than on streets and tenement backyards—persuaded city governments to set aside public space for outdoor play. The state’s effort to control the play of urban children stemmed from worries about citizenship and public health as well as changes in the social construction of childhood—the high value placed on what Viviana Zelizer has called the emotionally priceless child. The Great Depression expedited the construction of official landscapes for urban recreation, as the federal government accepted responsibility for the social welfare of children. The economic crisis hit children hard and set off fears of political unrest, as adults competed with young people for jobs and hundreds of thousands of boys and girls hit the road to look for work. Expectations had changed by the end of the decade, after most forms of child labor were abolished and finishing high school became the norm. Boys and girls were expected in theory to enjoy a childhood focused on education and play, rather than work. Practically speaking, the shift in cultural values meant that more schools, parks, and facilities for outdoor recreation, including swimming pools, were needed than ever before in cities like New York. New Yorkers did not swim in public pools of inventive design, like the ones in Europe, or of grandiose scale, as in other U.S. cities. The notable examples included the enormous, outdoor swimming pools in St. Louis, which were added to Fairgrounds Park in 1913 and Marquette Park shortly afterward.

In 1933, the dawn of the New Deal, the parks department operated exactly two outdoor swimming pools in New York—a new pool in Faber Park on Staten Island and an outdated one in Betsy Head Memorial Park in Brooklyn, plagued by poorly chlorinated water. Although the idea of swimming as exercise had taken hold in American society, Race is “a bizarre social invention, a public fiction masquerading as physical fact,” in the words of Matthew Gutler. He and other scholars emphasize the need to historicize (to locate in time and place) changes in the social construction of race, with Gutler pointing to the interwar years in New York as a turning point. Extraordinary demographic change (the Great Migration, emigration from the Caribbean, and restriction of European immigration) contributed to the fixation on race as color, rather than also ethnicity, as had been common previously. Gutler stresses the
irons of the growing obsession with whiteness and blackness in this period of intensified nativism—the division of race into simplistic, opposed categories—as the city became a more racially diverse, complicated place.  

In New York City, the need for new sites for recreation was acute in black neighborhoods, with the Children's Aid Society (CAS) reporting that more black children lived in New York than in any other city in the world in 1930, including in Africa. The millions of African Americans who moved to northern cities during the 1920s and 1930s settled in crowded neighborhoods like Central Harlem where parks, playgrounds, athletic fields, and recreation centers were scarce and swimming pools did not exist. Many facilities were also racially segregated—if not by law, then by de facto social practice. The deleterious effects on children were outlined in social surveys; the argument was made that the high rate of disease, illiteracy, and delinquency among black youth was due in some measure to the impoverished state of public recreation. Similar claims were made about inadequate recreation in immigrant communities; purpose-built facilities for play were hard to find in East Harlem and Brownsville, but not to the degree that they were in Central Harlem. It was “almost barren,” the CAS reported in 1932.  

As recreation moved onto the agenda of the civil rights movement, demands for change included the construction of new facilities in black neighborhoods as well as the integration of existing sites. Swimming pools, known as places where cultural mores were relaxed and social boundaries were tested, were very desired (and very expensive) civic improvements; they were also sites where whites bitterly resented integration and resorted to all sorts of tactics, including violent attacks on children, to stop it. As Charles S. Johnson, the noted black sociologist, wrote in 1930, “The most common point of racial friction in the recreation field has been in the use of the swimming pools.” In addition to virulent racism, anxieties about sexuality, masculinity, disease, and cleanliness, familiar in the troubled history of race relations in the U.S., ignited white hostility.  

Water fueled white racism. The practice of bathing had expanded to include swimming for exercise, but water retained the longstanding symbolic link with purity. Swimming pools became places where those seen as impure or polluted would be excluded (even though water had to be sanitized in order to be pure). When pressed to integrate, white operators protested pools would have to be emptied, scrubbed clean, and filled with fresh water after black children swam in them. Antagonisms heightened as it became common for both sexes to swim together, and new swimming suit styles exposed male and female bodies. The fact of exposure on the pool deck and the prospect of contact in the water intensified fears of “race mixing”—the euphemism used on both sides of the color line to describe (and disparage) interracial dating, marriage, and sex.  

In New York, one consequence was more boys than girls swam in public pools, although single-sex male swimming concerned adults worried about “perversion” and moral “contamination” of working-class youth. Historically mostly boys swam (naked, whether in rivers or pools), and the gender skew persisted in the New Deal, according to a survey of New York youth. Social workers reported the proportion of female swimmers decreased as girls approached womanhood. Apprehension about race mixing and patriarchal definitions of honor prompted parents to try to limit the use of public spaces by older girls and young single women, especially in Italian and Puerto Rican families. Although parents did not always prevail in intergenerational conflict in immigrant families, childcare, housekeeping, and other domestic duties restricted the time girls had available for any recreation, including swimming.  

During the Depression, pool operators faced considerable challenges in providing clean swimming water. In 1931, the St. Louis Star explained that inadequate staffing and obsolete equipment made it difficult to meet health department standards for cleanliness. With little else to do, unemployed people came to public pools for an inexpensive, if not free, way to keep occupied. In New York, swimmers (including children) plunged into the rivers and other waterways surrounding the city, even though raw sewage was routinely dumped into them—a point emphasized in the Broadway play Dead End (1935). Children also waded in polluted water (Figure 4), turned on fire hydrant spray to cool off, and invented other activities to cope with summer heat; the boys and girls of the Dungaree Club built a clubhouse underneath one commercial pool on the Upper West Side in the early 1930s. It was difficult to “compete with the thrill and excitement of so many forbidden pleasures—playing along the waterfront, hitching onto trucks, scrambling into vacant buildings,” the director of recreation for the Board of Education admitted in 1938. Still, river swimming was dangerous—450 people drowned in the city in 1934—and unsanitary. In a prevaccine era, polio and typhoid fever were some of the diseases transmitted in dirty water.  

Built by the WPA: Two New Swimming Pools in Harlem

Enter Robert Moses, the new parks commissioner. Appointed on 19 January 1934 by Mayor La Guardia, Moses reorganized the department into a citywide agency, with sep-
arate design and construction divisions, and used work relief funds to hire new staff. This team worked at the Arsenal in Central Park and knew results had to be produced fast. By July, a plan was in hand to build twenty-three pools across the city: six in Manhattan, seven in Queens, six in Brooklyn, three in the Bronx, and one in Staten Island. As the commissioner told the New York Times, “it is an undeniable fact that adequate opportunities for summer bathing constitute a vital recreational need of the city. It is no exaggeration to say that the health, happiness, and efficiency and orderliness of a large number of the city’s residents, especially in the summer months, are tremendously affected by the presence or absence of adequate swimming and bathing facilities.”45 A model design showed Times readers that the new facilities would be grandiose, modern, and full of safe places for play. In the end, the project scope was cut back, but the achievement was nonetheless astonishing.46

Standardization and its corollary—centralized decision-making—were key, making it possible to design and build eleven magnificent complexes in two years. The term “standardization” refers to use of standard components and construction details, not building or site design, because each complex was a unique work of architecture, incorporating modernist and historical architectural motifs. To summarize: the Moses team developed a standard bathhouse plan—usually a large symmetrical building, with a central entry open to the fresh air abutting separate locker rooms for men and women; a standard site plan, usually with three outdoor pools, enclosed by an elaborate wall, and at least one pool on axis with the bathhouse entry; standard construction details, using brick, concrete, and other modern materials that met federal requirements for durability and affordability; standard mechanical systems, including for water treatment; and a standard attitude toward location. To avoid delays and reduce costs, the pools were located on available open space, usually in parks from the Progressive Era.47 Thomas Jefferson Park and Colonial Park were prime candidates: the first was located next to the East River in the crowded East Harlem community that was Mayor La Guardia’s home district; the second was built along a ridge at the western edge of Central Harlem. Each park was shabby and needed work, having been poorly maintained for decades.

The new pool and bathhouse in Jefferson Park opened with great fanfare on Saturday, 27 June—the second center to be completed in the hot summer of 1936 (Figure 5).48 In 1930, 78 percent of East Harlem residents were foreign born, and although the park was located in a part of the city that had been known as “Little Italy” since the beginning of the century, waves of successive migration rendered this community ethnically complex.49 Leonard Covello, principal of Benjamin Franklin High School (north of the park), recorded fifty different groups in East Harlem and observed firsthand the upheaval of the 1920s and 1930s as Jews, Germans, and Irish men and women made way for more Italian immigrants, blacks, and Puerto Ricans.50

These demographic changes, coupled with economic adversity, sharpened the acute sense of ethnic and racial territory. Robert Orsi has argued that an intensified “concern with drawing and defending boundaries” framed daily life in East Harlem in the 1930s. He has shown that ethnic and racial identities were not fixed in this neighborhood; they were subject to change, as were the physical boundaries used to define them. However, during the Depression southern Italians, Puerto Ricans, and southern blacks in East Harlem became caught up in a “desperate mapping of American identities” based on gradations of skin color. Lightness counted in constructing privilege, as did access to and control of urban amenities.51 According to Orsi, Lexington Avenue marked the edge of Italian and black Harlem in the 1930s. “If the boundary was crossed, it was done intentionally,” with the transgressor fully aware that conflict would erupt when the border was crossed.52

The new swimming pool was located in the part of East Harlem claimed by Italian immigrants and defended as white territory before the facility was built. The pool was
later made notorious by the report in *The Power Broker* that, in order to ensure racial segregation, Moses not only selected this site but also ordered the water unheated. According to Caro’s source, Corporation Counsel Paul Windels, the commissioner of parks wanted to dissuade African Americans and Puerto Ricans from using the pool and believed blacks especially disliked swimming in cold water. Caro described Moses’s solution, shared in confidence with the attorney. “While heating plants at the other swimming pools kept the water at a comfortable seventy degrees, at the Thomas Jefferson Pool, the water was left unheated.” The charge, seconded by a source not identified by Caro, has been interpreted to mean either that the mechanical equipment was not used (the exact date is not specified) or that mechanical equipment was not provided to heat water for swimmers.53

I do not dispute white control of Jefferson Park Pool buttressed race privilege in East Harlem. However, the former interpretation of the nasty story about water temperature has not been confirmed by other sources, and the latter is refuted by the design of the pool. The design was based on a standard solution and standardized design was key to New Deal success. To begin with siting: the location in Jefferson Park is a clear example of the integration of new pools into a reform landscape of an earlier time aimed at improving urban life for youngsters. The small public park, about fifteen acres, opened in 1905, between East 111th and 114th streets, First Avenue, and the East River. Tenements, factories, and other structures were cleared to make way for lawns, oval promenades (used as running tracks by boys and girls), gymnasiums, public baths, a park pavilion, and after 1911, farm gardens near the river.54

By the 1930s, advocates for children recognized that they preferred to play in city streets rather than the park. Covello highlighted the need for more play space in a community hard hit by the Depression. “Unsanitary dwellings, congested housing, lack of play space, unsightly streets, low economic returns for the wager earner, exploitation of the worker,” he wrote in 1936, “have contributed to the deterioration of the East Harlem neighborhood into what is known as [a] ‘tough’ district.”55 Dorothy Reed, affiliated with the Boys Club on East 111th Street, underscored the impact of gender relations on spaces used for play. “The streets are the playgrounds of most of the boys and the younger girls,” she wrote. “There are no public pools and the baths . . . draw on the boy population.”56 Not one of the girls Reed interviewed was allowed by her parents to swim in a bathhouse pool. The resulting intergenerational
clashes, inevitable in Reed’s view, highlighted conflicts between “old-world” traditions and modern “American customs” in Italian immigrant families.

The new design of Jefferson Park offered white boys and girls from the immigrant neighborhood equal access to outdoor recreation, at least in theory. The WPA project included the new pool complex, baseball diamonds, other athletic fields, playgrounds, and bocce courts—an “ethnic” concession provided at the mayor’s request. A variety of sites, purpose-built for active play, were expected to counter the use of the street by immigrant children and help them become healthy, productive citizens. The design, especially of the pool complex, also accommodated the New Deal vision of modern childhood, a childhood focused on play and education rather than work.

Stanley Brogen, the architect in charge, placed the new pool and bathhouse in the center of the park on axis with the existing Beaux-Arts recreation pavilion (Figure 6). Otherwise, the hard-edged modernism and exaggerated scale of the new complex made clear the older vision of park architecture was history. The large new building showed the WPA pool to be a place where swimmers came for exercise (Figure 7). In the Progressive Era, a bathhouse promoted cleanliness among the working classes, who did not have access to baths at home, as Andrea Renner argues in the preceding article, “A Nation That Bathes Together: New York City’s Progressive Era Public Baths.” Since the idea of swimming as exercise had taken hold by the New Deal, swimmers were expected to be clean before entering the water. A modern outdoor swimming pool could be larger than one inside a traditional bathhouse because the water did not need to be changed as frequently; the modern swimming pool also needed to be larger than one in a traditional bathhouse so swimmers could exercise.

Thronged with thousands on opening day, the pool won praise from Lewis Mumford as an example of “sound vernacular modern architecture,” although he had no patience for classicizing details meant to honor Thomas Jefferson, for whom the park was named. Other critics lauded the use of “simple materials simply disposed.” The symmetrical building, framed in steel and clad in brick and concrete, faced First Avenue. Children could walk in directly from the main thoroughfare: they stepped up into the entry courtyard, enclosed with a colonnade and open to the fresh air.

The plan of Jefferson (and every other WPA pool in the city) efficiently processed swimmers from the street into the pool enclosure. The design thus helped to ensure the health, happiness, and orderliness of a large number of city
residents (as Moses required). Two L-shaped bathhouses, one for women and girls, the other for men and boys, wrapped around the diving pool (Figure 8). Large signs, incised with elegant letters, directed each sex to the correct locker room, with changing rooms, showers, and bathrooms. The linear order of the plan may have recalled that of an old-fashioned bathhouse, but the new buildings contained big, modern, well-ventilated rooms that delivered both sexes and all ages to the outdoor pool precinct, where they swam, played, and enjoyed the place together. The pools at Jefferson could hold 1,450 people at one time. Terraces, trees, and benches encouraged relaxation and observation of other swimmers, divers off the high board, children playing in the water, and sunbathers on the pool deck. The informal social interaction helped create the spectacle that made these places so popular.60

The monumental clarity of the aboveground world of this and the other WPA pools was rivaled by the complexity of the underground world (Figure 9). A system of filter beds, pipes, and other equipment assured water would be clean, sanitary, and heated at all sites, including Jefferson. In East Harlem, excess heat from the diesel motor, used to pump water, was recycled to heat water in the swimming and diving pools (Figure 10).61 Clean water was usually part of the WPA vision for swimming, but heating water in outdoor pools, used in the summer, was not common in the 1930s. Typically pools in Progressive Era bathhouses had been filled with warm water, but cold water had become acceptable in outdoor pools by the 1930s, since the purpose of swimming was no longer to get clean. However, Moses insisted that the amenity, warm water, be added to the New York pools.

Joseph Hayes, a swimming instructor at Astoria Pool in the late 1930s, recalled his appreciation of this aspect of the pool design, when interviewed by John Mattera, an employee of the parks department.
Figure 8 Jefferson Park Pool and Bathhouse, site plan, 1936

Figure 9 Jefferson Park Pool and Bathhouse, plan of the filter house, detail showing the diesel engine driven pump units and pipe line connections to the pool, 13 March 1936
Mattera: How was the water?
Hayes: Warm . . . they took care of us.
Mattera: Was the water ever cold?
Hayes: No. . . .
Mattera: How did they keep the water from being too cold?
Hayes: They heated it up.
Mattera: Where?
Hayes: Below, below the streets there . . . underneath where the regular swimmers were, they had stuff to heat it up so it would be warm for us.
Mattera: Who controlled the heat?
Hayes: Well we had . . . some people there that worked for the parks department that knew how to put that stuff up.62

Colonial Park Pool

The same strategies were applied at Colonial Park Pool, although massing and style were handled differently than at Jefferson Pool. On 8 August 1936, twenty-five thousand cheering Harlem residents attended the festive opening, one of the last that summer. Even then, only half of the monumental, fortresslike bathhouse was finished; the opening had been expedited to counter charges of racial bias in the city’s public works program. Speaking at the opening, La Guardia promised that while he was mayor, the community would receive equal treatment. He offered the pool as evidence that the “knockers,” who censured his administration for treating Harlem unfairly, were wrong. Moses followed, stating that the pool had been built by and for the people of Harlem.63

The lack of recreation facilities was well known when Moses announced in 1934 that a pool would be built in this part of the city.64 The designated site, Mount Morris Park, now Marcus Garvey Park, sat at the southeastern edge of the neighborhood, known to African Americans as the black Mecca of the United States, but referred to as “dark” or “colored” Harlem by whites. Moses changed the site to Colonial Park after the riot of 19 March 1935, which was prompted by a rumor that the police had beaten to death a black teenager for stealing an inexpensive pocketknife from a white-run store. The story proved false, but police brutality and discrimination were endemic in the community, hit harder than any other in the city by the Depression.65 The commission appointed by the mayor to investigate the causes of the riot issued a devastating report with descriptions of race prejudice in all aspects of daily life in Harlem, including childhood and recreation. Southern white teachers in Harlem schools, who objected to integration, took students on outings to Jim Crow resorts, where blacks were barred from swimming pools. Children played on city streets, not only because they wanted to, but also because there were not enough playgrounds for them to do otherwise. The commission insisted that “every effort be made to secure additional playgrounds” and enough personnel be
hired to supervise them. “Since it appears that relief funds have been spent for much less important things, we respectfully urge immediate filling of this far more important human need.”

By the time the mayor’s commission completed its report, an important step had already been taken. On the evening of 9 August 1935, La Guardia and Moses came uptown to visit a dance in Colonial Park, sponsored by the parks department. They announced a new pool and recreation center would be built in the park, “entirely with local Negro labor,” hired with WPA funds. Colonial Park, a thin strip of land, extended for ten city blocks—from West 145th Street to West 155th Street—along the rocky escarpment between Bradhurst and Edgecombe avenues. Little had been done to improve the park since it opened in 1911; it was only equipped with a small playground, restroom, stairs, and few other amenities in the early 1930s. The black cultural and political elites, who lived in Sugar Hill, above the park, looked down on a public space that suffered from decades of neglect.

Colonial Park was in terrible condition in 1936, in far worse shape than Jefferson Park. In addition to the precipitous slope, an underground stream complicated reconstruction during the New Deal, turning the site into a muddy mess. At least some WPA laborers were African American, and they rebuilt the park, adding new playgrounds, a baseball diamond, other athletic fields, and a band shell and dance floor along with the new pool and bathhouse (Figures 11–13). Aymar Embury II, the favorite architect of the parks commissioner, took charge and produced a stellar design for the bathhouse and pool enclosure, coordinated architecturally with other buildings in the park. Much bigger than the analogue at Jefferson Park, the two-story brick bathhouse recalled medieval and Roman architecture, with arched windows, buttresses and towers, and a vaulted, multileveled interior lobby. The enclosed entry faced and engaged the street, drawing swimmers into the complex where they found modern locker rooms, one for each sex. The pools, which accommodated 4,100 swimmers, were equipped with a similar mechanical system as in the other Moses pools, providing the same result: warm pool water. Colonial Pool, like others, needed some repairs in the late 1930s; they were made as quickly here as they were at other sites and paid for by WPA dollars.

In Colonial Park, Moses also built a “granolithic” dance floor and masonry band shell, intended for outdoor concerts and dances in Central Harlem. The press release announcing the pool opening stated, “The addition of these activities within the heart of the colored section of Manhattan is in keeping with the parks department’s policy to increase adult recreation facilities wherever possible.”

Informal concerts had been held in the park since early in the century, prompting the department to build “a music stand” for performances in 1913; it was replaced with a tem-
Figure 12  Progress on Colonial Park Pool, image showing the racially integrated workforce, 15 April 1937

Figure 13  Aymar Embury II, Colonial Park Pool, 15 July 1937
porary band shell in 1935 and the permanent structure, mentioned above, two years later. By the 1930s, it had become common for cities to sponsor cultural events in urban parks, and Moses allocated relief funds for these purposes in Central Park, Prospect Park, and small parks, like Colonial Park. Dances attracted as many as fifteen thousand people in Central Park, Prospect Park, and small parks, like Colonial Park. Dances attracted as many as fifteen thousand people who spilled onto Bradhurst Avenue on hot summer evenings, and on more than one occasion, Bill Robinson, the tap dancer and singer who lived in Sugar Hill, walked down the hill to perform in the park. Moses also allocated work-relief funds to hire African American musicians to play in the Colonial Dance Orchestra—a thirteen-piece jazz band; and Robinson, Roland Hayes, and African American athletes participated in the opening day celebration at Colonial Park Pool.

Caro argues that the choice of performers pandered to racial stereotypes, but I disagree. Robinson was a popular local celebrity who, with local activists more radical than he (W. E. B. Du Bois, Thurgood Marshall, Paul Robeson), endorsed a cultural politics of black (“race”) pride. Outdoor concerts were a part of social life in this neighborhood, before it became an African American community, and music and dance continued to play important roles in defining culture, business, and politics in Harlem as it became the black capital of the U.S. Certainly, La Guardia realized the significance of this place to his political fortunes. He made it a point to stop at the park during election campaigns (twenty thousand people greeted him in 1941) and pick up a baton during concerts.

What was the impact on children? As at Jefferson Park, the design for the new pool at Colonial Park offered boys and girls in Central Harlem a prime civic amenity. In that way, the WPA pool was an example of a democratizing space, as Worpole defines the term for the 1930s—an extraordinary work of modern architecture where design eased embedded social distinctions, but did not and could not erase all inequalities. At this and other public pools, boys and girls experienced firsthand the successes and the failures of American democracy, especially of a racially segregated society. The impact of race privilege and race prejudice on a child’s life should never be minimized, but it is not surprising that for the most part black people swam in Colonial Pool and white people swam in Jefferson Pool, given the neighborhoods where they were built (Figures 14, 15). In her haunting memoir *The Skin Between Us*, Kym Ragusa makes a similar point in discussing the death of her grandmothers, one African American from Central Harlem, one Italian American from East Harlem. She writes: “the neighborhoods where they had each lived in Harlem [were] a few blocks away from each other, yet worlds apart.”

But the question remains: did Moses build two pools in Harlem because he wanted to imprint a racist vision of public space on its neighborhoods? He explained the decision otherwise—as a pragmatic solution of a political conservative to what he called “racial problems.” His one direct discussion of race and the swimming pools occurred at a lecture at Harvard in 1939, later published as *Theory and Practice of Politics*.

In New York City, as part of the recreation program of the present administration, the Park Department planned and, with the assistance of relief labor, built a number of great neighborhood recreation play centers, each with a huge swimming pool, which could be converted into an outdoor gymnasium in winter. One of these pools was located in a predominantly Italian district. On the boundary of this district is a group of Porto Ricans and north of them lies the black belt of Harlem. Immediately on the opening of the new pool it became evident that the local Italian population would not tolerate the so-called Spanish element in the pool. Obviously this was against the spirit and the letter of the State Constitution and the Civil Rights Law, yet what could be done about it? Policing could not solve the problem because all the police that could be made regularly available could do nothing about it, since the most flagrant acts were committed outside of the park area. Shortly after this pool opened another one in the negro [sic] section was completed. The Porto Ricans finally decided to go there. The Harlem negroes were resentful of any white intrusion. Our problem was ended in a practical way and the theory of the Bill of Rights remained intact.

Moses, a racial conservative, recognized the political benefits of architectural standardization, making “separate and equal” tangible. As Peter Eisenstadt has pointed out, “Moses didn’t really care who went to any pool, but did not feel that it was his responsibility to change local mores. . . . If whites, blacks, and Latinos did not want to swim together, it was Moses’s responsibility to make sure the separate facilities were equal.” The separate facilities were equal—the practical solution of a racial conservative to violent race prejudice, endemic in American society and exacerbated by the hardship of the Great Depression. Whites routinely beat up blacks and Puerto Ricans in East Harlem when they tried to swim at Jefferson Pool; on occasion whites swam at Colonial Pool, although others felt unwelcome. Moses knew about these situations, referred to in his Harvard speech. Clearly he recognized racial and ethnic categories were in flux in the 1930s; the line was hardening between black and white, as the city became more racially diverse, complicated place.
This discussion could stop here, with separate, equal, and segregated pools in Harlem, but that would leave analysis of the topic incomplete. In the 1930s and 1940s some children did swim in racially integrated public pools, built by Moses at Highbridge Park in Manhattan and McCarren and Betsy Head parks in Brooklyn.  

Integrated Swimming at the Betsy Head Recreation Center

The most interesting example of integrated swimming is Betsy Head Recreation Center in Brownsville—another example of the decision to invest WPA dollars in a dilapidated park in a community hard hit by the Depression and in the midst of social change. When the park opened in the Progressive Era, Brownsville was a white, Jewish, working-class neighborhood. By the mid-1930s, African Americans also called this community home. The park, equipped with a bathhouse and a pool in 1914, had been singled out in the Regional Plan as in need of improvement and subsequently was described by Moses as in disgraceful condition. The pool was “unsanitary,” he wrote in 1940, “and had an unattractive, inadequate, and impractical bathhouse which had outlived its usefulness.”

By 1936, the parks department began what became a series of improvements. To begin, the bathhouse was modernized and the pool enlarged and reconstructed. No one from the mayor’s office or the parks department came to the opening on 7 August 1936, probably because the project was incomplete. Brownsville was also well known for left-wing politics (represented by a socialist in the state assembly), and during the Depression, contentious political meetings spilled into public spaces on summer evenings, affectionately described by Alfred Kazin in *A Walker in the City* and less sympathetically in the *New York Times*. In 1935, 150 people, “Reds,” heckled a public official at a rally on Independence
Day. The “disturbance” turned into a fistfight, quelled by local police. At the 1936 pool opening, the captain of the local police precinct shrugged off the official snub, even though the absence of elected officials was startling. Children were everywhere, brought by a “grapevine system of communication”; 800 lined up at the turnstile at the bathhouse entry an hour before the pool opened.

Although the parks department promised to replace quickly the bathhouse and build new wading and diving pools, no changes were made until 1937, when a fire reduced the site to ruins. That made it possible to erect a brand-new recreation center, designed by John Matthews Hatton in an explicitly modernist idiom (Figures 16, 17). A daring cantilevered canopy clad in aluminum and supported by eight parabolic arches covered the roof-deck stadium of the sleek new bathhouse. The new bathhouse, with three pools accommodating up to 5,500 swimmers, opened in 1939. This event happened shortly after Moses presented a vision for integrating the park and the pool with other neighborhood improvements.

In 1938, critical of the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), the parks commissioner directed architects to design a comprehensive plan for integrating housing and recreation in several neighborhoods, including Brownsville. This endeavor has been described as a power grab by Moses, intent on winning control of NYCHA (recipient of new sources of federal money). The charge may be true, but the plan is interesting because Moses offered recreation centers (including pools) as kernels for community building. He argued, “There is no such thing as a sound recreation policy for this city which is not based on close coordination with slum clearance, low-rent housing, and indeed housing or rehousing of every kind.”

The mayor thwarted the takeover of NYCHA, and most of the proposed Brownsville plan was not built, although several blocks became part of Brownsville Houses, completed after World War II. In 1941 Moses pointed out the addition of public housing would exacerbate, not solve, the need for more recreation space in Brownsville. “Even at the present time Betsy Head Park is hardly large enough to meet the needs of the neighborhood,” he stated in 1941, acknowledging the press on space for play. As Wendell Pritchett has pointed out, blacks and whites in Brownsville competed to control recreational space that did not meet the needs of either community in the 1930s and 1940s.

As Moses asked architects to rethink the physical place of pools in community building, some Jewish residents of Brownsville joined African Americans to support racial integration in the new swimming pool. Until recently, I believed unwritten rules ensured racial segregation in the pool; Christopher Legree mentioned them when I met him at Betsy Head Park. His grandparents, who migrated from the Deep South, told him African Americans could swim in the pool only in the late afternoon, after white swimmers had vacated the premises. I have found no written records indicating employees enforced these rules, but other reports second the account of exclusion of blacks from Betsy Head Park. A film of the opening day also shows the pool inhabited only by white people, as does a 1941 article from Architectural Record, illustrated with photographs by Samuel Gottscho. The editors of Architectural Record used them to celebrate many socially progressive aspects of the building, described by them as a “city play center for all-year use.”

However, not all the Gottscho photographs were published in Architectural Record. The photographer visited the pool on 14 July 1939, not in 1941, and took forty pictures—many more than could be included in the magazine. The excluded images give a different portrait of space and soci-
ety in the Brownsville pool than offered by the evidence cited above. They convey the generational divide, typical in immigrant and migrant communities; they also indicate the progressive politics Pritchett reports survived, albeit only for a time and only among some people as southern blacks moved into a left-wing Jewish neighborhood.94

The unpublished photos show the Brownsville pool to be the social center of this diverse community where swimming, racial integration, and experimentation with gender norms and sexuality were not mutually exclusive. Gottscho shows the pool to be not only a place where children played, but an area of courtship, spectacle, and display (Figure 18), where the sons and daughters of immigrants tried out (and on) new Americanized selves. Young women and their immigrant mothers and grandmothers are shown inside and outside the pool enclosure—the first clothed in new fashionable bathing suits (Figure 19), the latter in more conservative dress, but close to and part of the pool community. Oral histories, for instance of Tony Maniscalco, a lifeguard at the pool in the late 1940s, second the importance of the park and especially the pool to teenagers and young adults looking to meet outside the view of prying parental eyes.95

The unpublished photos also show black and white boys and girls using the pool. They are separated by sex at the bathhouse entry, but not by race; in fact, they seem to be relatively indifferent to this issue (Figures 20, 21). Black and white children also shared locker rooms, the pool deck, and in all likelihood the water. Their familiarity with one another is supported by other stories of racial integration at this park, especially in team sports for boys, organized by the
Figure 18  Samuel Gottscho, General view, from northwest across pool, Betsy Head Play Center, 14 July 1939

Figure 19  Gottscho, Onlookers, Betsy Head Play Center, 14 July 1939
Figure 20 Gottscho, Entrance section, boys waiting, Betsy Head Play Center, 14 July 1939

Figure 21 Gottscho, Detail of girls’ line, Betsy Head Play Center, 14 July 1939
Brownsville Boys Club (BBC). As Pritchett has shown, the animosity shown by outsiders to the integrated softball team forged solidarity among boys on the team and persuaded the BBC to sponsor interracial teams through the 1940s. Yet, while the pool was racially integrated, physical proximity did not necessarily create social unity, as Gottscho’s photograph of separate groups of black and white boys suggests (Figure 22).

Other photos show that the parks department not only condoned racial tolerance, but also supported it by integrating the lifeguard staff at Betsy Head Park Pool (Figure 23). Moses endorsed the policy in principle, writing in 1938, “There are numerous negroes [sic] who passed our course . . . who are now employed as lifeguards at the beaches or at the pools.” Is this situation an example of “flagging”? Caro used the term to describe the practice of hiring white lifeguards at Jefferson Pool (see Figure 15), reportedly at Moses’s insistence and intended to dissuade blacks from using that pool. Perhaps the reverse happened at Betsy Head—a tacit acknowledgement of a different social situation, one that also existed in the pools in McCarrren and Highbridge parks. The film footage in the parks department archive shows unequivocally that black adults...
mingled with white children and teenagers at these pools in the late 1930s and early 1940s.100

Separate and Not Equal in St. Louis

In other cities—Baltimore; Washington D.C.; Youngstown, Ohio; and St. Louis—the prospect of racial integration in public swimming pools sparked violent protest by whites. With respect to St. Louis, it is clear that the WPA pools in the city and the county were separate and not equal, and racially segregated by law, not only de facto spatial practice.

Two white-only municipal pools were built in St. Louis County, using WPA funds.101 One was erected in Maplewood, built between 1936 and 1938 and paid for with WPA dollars and bond issue funds. Sited directly behind the City Hall, the expansive outdoor pool was served by a stone bathhouse and a modern water treatment system (Figure 24).102 According to Tom Grellner, former Maplewood Parks and Recreation director, “The Maplewood Pool was 50 meters by 20 meters and 12 feet deep, with three diving boards. It had a gravity sand and gravel filter system and a cycle rate of eight hours; and it used gas chlorine for disinfecting.”103 In the city proper, a modest infusion of cash from the WPA helped to build a recreation center in Tandy Park; it had a small indoor pool, not a big outdoor one. Another WPA pool, sited in East St. Louis, never opened, due to racial tension.104

Some, but not much, federal money was allocated to improve the big outdoor pools built in Marquette and Fairgrounds parks during the second decade of the twentieth century.105 In the late 1940s, African Americans pressed for access to them, winning it in Marquette Park but not in Fairgrounds Park, near what was becoming a black neighborhood. In June 1949, the director of the Department of Public Welfare in St. Louis announced the municipal pools would be desegregated and, on the morning of 21 June, a NAACP official and a Catholic priest escorted a small group of black boys into the pool, past a much larger crowd of jeering, white teenagers (Figure 25). By the evening, whites were attacking blacks throughout the neighborhood with baseball bats, knives, and lead pipes. The riot lasted for two days, notwithstanding the presence of one hundred police officers—lawlessness in the face of the law.106

The story made national news, with Life magazine giving full play to the brutality of white teenagers and also endorsing the mayor’s solution: he closed the Fairgrounds pool and reinstated racial segregation at other sites. The caption of a photograph in the magazine read, “Negro kicked by white rioters lies on the ground. Even 400 policemen were unable to keep up with the riot; every time they succeeded in quelling one disturbance, a hoodlum would yell, ‘There’s a nigger’ and it would start all over again. Police feared consequences of mass arrests, booked only
eight persons, several of them injured. One year later the city complied with a federal court order and integrated the public pools. However, there was a bitter twist: the mayor declared that the pools would be open to boys and girls on alternate days, to alleviate what Joseph Heathcott calls “white fears of sexual mixing of the races.”

**Conclusion**

There are many stories to tell about the WPA swimming pools in New York City—the great new spaces of public informality built by the Department of Parks during the New Deal. These and other spaces for public recreation figured prominently in the vision that Moses held for the modern city and that was embraced by modern architects, eager for change. Boys and girls also welcomed the new pools and hundreds of thousands of children swam in them, as they opened once a week during the hot summer of the 1936. In East Harlem, Central Harlem, Brownsville, and other neighborhoods hard pressed by economic adversity and undergoing demographic change, children, teenagers, and young adults flocked to these stellar works of public architecture. Exemplars of the New Deal vision of modern childhood, the Moses pools offered youngsters of different races, all ages, and both sexes equal access to outdoor recreation.

The construction of new pools as places worthy of civic pride was possible because architects embraced a central insight of modernism, that standardization is key to high-quality public building. Public officials also recognized the benefits of long-term investment in civic architecture. Each pool was designed and built to extraordinarily high standards regardless of location, and racially integrated depending on site. The commitment to community building encouraged social interaction across gender, race, and class lines and challenged the unequal treatment of black and other Americans of color typical in the New Deal.

Was this pragmatism unique to New York? Did tolerance evaporate in these pools as children aged, as they became young men and women and the prospect of white and black bodies mingling on the pool deck and in the water became sexually charged? Did tolerance lapse as the evening hours approached and teenagers and young adults joined children in the pool? The answer is not known for these pools during the New Deal, although it is clear that the swimming pools built by Moses remained treasured recreational resources as support for racial integration waned in the neighborhoods discussed in this essay. During the 1950s, fistfights broke out between young men on pool decks and in locker rooms at Highbridge Park Pool, especially when ethnic and racial divides were crossed in teenage dating. Even more disturbing was the death of Michael Farmer, killed just outside the pool enclosure as teenage
gangs fought over turf in Washington Heights. Other violent confrontations happened between whites and blacks at McCarren Park Pool, and between Puerto Ricans and Italians at Jefferson Park Pool. A telling description by the main character, Carlitos Brigante, in Carlito’s Way is evidence of the appeal of the pools and thus their place in ethnic and racial conflict in 1950s New York:

Lemme tell you about them rumbles. The wops said no spics could go east of Park Avenue. But there was only one swimming pool and that was Jefferson on 112th Street off the East River. Like, man, you had to wade through Park, Lexington, Third, Second, First, Pleasant. . . . We took a beating—their turf, too many guys. . . . We was tryin’ to melt into the pot, but they wouldn’t even let us in the swimming pool.

As Elena Martínez and Marci Reaven have shown, Puerto Rican boys and girls did make their way into the pool into East Harlem, where Moses’s architectural innovations stood them in good stead, especially at night, when the pool was closed. Kids climbed over the fence to join friends, and the sheer size of the place helped them elude the police. As had been the case in the 1930s, teenagers used the pools for courtship as well as for active play. “If you were a good swimmer,” Carlos Diaz recalled, “you were able to get the pretty girls. . . . You’d go over to the girls, ‘Let me teach you how to swim.’”

Youngsters in eastern Queens were not as fortunate as those in East Harlem. The sponsors of Rochdale Village, an integrated housing project in Queens, failed to persuade residents that a swimming pool would benefit the community. In the early 1960s, insiders (many of them Jews) did not want outsiders to use the facility, fearing it would become too boisterous; outsiders (many of them blacks) feared exclusion. The pool was never built.

In closing, I underscore two points. The first and most obvious is that Caro’s charges do not hold up under historical scrutiny of the physical city. The biographer’s focus on personality comes at great cost: it distracts from the spatial and structural dynamics of racism. It is important to set the record straight on Moses, and it is also important to recognize that racism is a bigger problem, more powerful than any one individual, even a person as powerful as Moses. The cold-water story, if true, is reprehensible, but the flip side of it is the suggestion that heating the water would have mitigated race prejudice at Jefferson Park Pool. Water temperature was more or less a trivial matter in the face of routine violence used to halt racial integration of swimming pools on the streets of New York City and across America.

The second point is the need to recognize that the history of modern architecture contains stories that help us imagine a more democratic future. Skeptics may voice doubts about the New Deal vision of urban recreation and modern childhood, especially the intent to link space, play, and citizenship. They argue play is better left alone, because play mirrors reality; it reflects the state of society and the government. Other conclusions may be drawn from probing race, place, and play in the WPA pools.

No space is intrinsically free, but modern architecture can be a key mechanism for shaping a better social world. During the New Deal, when so many social categories were in flux, some kids took a chance at the new pools. Historical actors in their own right, black and white boys and girls swam together in neighborhoods where progressive New Yorkers worked to make racial integration a matter of fact in daily life, not only an abstract principle. In magnificent new public places, envisioned by a conservative park commissioner, children cut across gender, age, and racial lines in progressive ways, showing adults willing to listen that democratic citizenship could grow through their play during the WPA.
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